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Brogowicz	came	to	the	township	in	2003	with	the	
assignment of starting a human resources department from 
scratch. Board members wanted him to create a manual 
of	policies	to	guide	their	personnel.	And	Brogowicz	knew	
the first policy they adopted had to be about unlawful 
harassment.

He’d learned from his experience in the private sector that 
workplaces must take a proactive approach in heading off 
harassment.	With	the	help	of	the	U.S.	Equal	Employment	
Opportunity	Commission’s	Detroit	office,	he	wrote	a	
comprehensive	policy	that	has	served	Macomb	Township	
employees for the last decade.

Macomb Township	(Macomb	Co.)	had	only	a	handful	of	personnel	
policies on the books when John Brogowicz was hired as human 
resources director. 

Every township—regardless of its size or budget—is an 
employer.	Whether	your	township	has	50	employees	or	just	
a few, a harassment policy tells employees what to do if an 
incident occurs and gives supervisory staff and the township 
board a procedure to follow. It also helps to ensure that the 
township is a positive place to work, where employees don’t 
need to worry about being treated with anything but respect.

“It’s important for employees to understand what the 
expectations are,” Brogowicz  said. “It sets people on the right 
path, and I think in a lot of cases it’s preventive in nature.”

The township board exercises the authority and 
responsibility	of	the	township	as	the	employer.	As	employers,	
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It’s up to the township board to set an example. All complaints of unlawful 
harassment must be addressed immediately and thoroughly, and board 
members and supervising staff should demonstrate the kind of behavior 
they want to see from their employees.

both state and federal law make townships responsible for 
creating	a	harassment-free	workplace.	This	means	boards	
shouldn’t wait until they receive a complaint to address a 
problem. Their	job	is	to	create	a	culture	where	all	employees	
know what’s expected of them, the consequences if they 
don’t meet those expectations and the procedure they should 
follow if they believe that they are a victim of harassment. 
In addition, the township needs to ensure that volunteers, 
appointed board and committee members, and even 
contracted workers know the conduct that is expected of 
them.

The best way to do this is by adopting a policy with clearly 
defined parameters and updating it on a regular basis to 
reflect current laws. Then, townships must make certain that 
every employee is trained on what’s in that policy.

With	the	policy	in	place,	it’s	up	to	the	board	to	set	an	
example.	All	complaints	of	unlawful	harassment	must	be	
addressed immediately and thoroughly, and board members 
and supervising staff should demonstrate the kind of behavior 
they want to see from their employees.

The result is not only protection from potential lawsuits, 
but also a positive work environment.

What is harassment?
Suzanne Proksa quickly realized that few people understood 
the true definition of harassment when she became the 
human resources director of Grand Haven Charter 
Township (Ottawa	Co.).	She	heard	employees	use	the	phrase	
“he’s harassing me,” when what they were really referring to 
was meanness. She decided that the township’s existing policy 
was too long and complicated, and it left employees without a 
good idea of what constitutes unlawful harassment.

“It was a misunderstanding of what legal harassment really 
is,” she said.

Essentially, unlawful harassment is a form of 
discrimination that happens at work. By state law, no 
discrimination is allowed in a workplace based on certain 
protected classifications, including race, color, religion, sex—
including pregnancy—national origin, age, disability, height, 
weight and marital status. Federal discrimination laws apply 
only	to	employers	with	15	or	more	employees.	Michigan’s	
Elliott-Larsen	Civil	Rights	Act,	however,	applies	to	any	
entity with at least one employee. 

Harassment	can	take	two	forms.	One	is	“quid	pro	quo,”	
or an exchange between two parties. This means the conduct 
is either an overt or understood condition of the working 
relationship.	A	common	example	of	this	is	a	subordinate	who	
dates a supervisory employee and is threatened with being 
fired if the relationship ends.

The other form of unlawful harassment is creating a 
“hostile work environment,” which can include verbal 
comments,	practical	jokes,	emails,	offensive	posting	of	
pictures, physical conduct and anything related to protected 
classifications that creates an environment so hostile that it 
affects a worker’s employment.

Harassment’s legal definition does not apply to a 
personality conflict, or even bullying. It does not prevent a 

township board or department head from disciplining or 
reprimanding an employee, and an angry comment from 
a	co-worker	or	supervisory	employee	is	not	harassment.	
Claims	must	involve	workplace	discrimination	based	on	a	
characteristic protected by law. For example, derogatory 
comments made to an employee about his or her religion 
could rise to the level of unlawful harassment.

A	respectful	work	environment	isn’t	about	being	
politically correct or censoring employees. Generally, it’s 
just	common	sense.	Attorney	Stephen	Schultz,	of	the	law	
firm	Fahey	Schultz	Burzych	Rhodes	PLC,	uses	one	simple	
guideline: If you wouldn’t say it, do it or send it to your best 
friend’s	mother-in-law,	it’s	probably	inappropriate.	

“We’re	talking	about	civil	conduct,”	he	said.	“Everybody	
in the room knows what’s appropriate and what’s not. … It 
seems fairly intuitive in this day and age, and yet sometimes, 
people don’t think about their behavior.”

Policy matters
Townships	don’t	adopt	harassment	policies	because	they	have	
a problem with discrimination. They adopt policies to prevent 
the	issue	from	ever	happening.	Prevention	is	key	because	
as employers, townships can sometimes be held responsible 
for their employee’s behavior, even if the board didn’t know 
about it. They may be liable if a supervising employee takes 
actions that affect a subordinate’s employment or benefits, 
or if the township establishes or permits a hostile work 
environment.	Townships	with	a	well-crafted	unlawful	
harassment policy are prepared to defend themselves against 
this potential liability. 

The law requires employers—including township boards—
to provide a workplace free from unlawful harassment. The 
focus	is	on	providing	a	non-discriminatory	workplace,	instead	
of sitting back until a complaint is filed. 

Preventing harassment  
in the workplace
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The township board, human resources director, liability insurance firm 
or another agent should communicate to township employees that 
harassment is taken seriously and won’t be tolerated. 

Some townships believe they don’t need a harassment 
policy because they only have a handful of employees. 
Officials	have	told	Schultz	that	their	offices	are	so	small,	
they would know if harassment was a problem. Yet, when 
he	teaches	MTA’s	Township	Governance	Academy	course	
on employment issues, he points out that in any given room, 
everyone falls within one of the categories protected by law. 
And	in	townships,	unlawful	harassment	can	come	from	
sources other than township employees. It could also come 
from board members, supervising personnel, and even the 
public.	Any	of	them	could	create	an	atmosphere	of	unlawful	
harassment in the workplace, Schultz said. That’s why having 
a policy is crucial, even for the smallest township with as few 
as one clerical employee.

To	Brogowicz,	having	a	harassment	policy	is	just	good	
management. If a township didn’t have a policy to protect 
it from liability and was sued or charged a penalty, the 
money	would	come	from	taxpayer	dollars.	A	harassment	
scandal	could	also	become	an	embarrassment	not	just	to	the	
perpetrator and the victim, but the community as a whole. 

Anatomy of a harassment policy
Though harassment is a complex issue, township boards 
should not try to specifically list every possible scenario that 
could arise. Instead, policies should be broad and instructive. 
Employees should be able to read the policy and understand 
what’s unacceptable, what they should do if they’re a victim 
of harassment and how the township will respond. Some 
townships choose to lump sexual harassment into unlawful 
harassment policy, and distinguish between the two by listing 
sexual	harassment	under	a	subheading.	Others	write	separate	
policies for each.

Opening statement
A	harassment	policy	usually	includes	a	statement	that	

sums	up	its	goal	and	the	township’s	commitment.	Typically,	
this goal is to provide a work environment that is free from 
discrimination based on any protected characteristic.

When	Schultz	teaches	classes	about	personnel	policies,	he	
gives participants a sample policy with the following opening 
language:

We strive to maintain a pleasant working environment free 
from intimidation, humiliation and insult.

The policy should explicitly state that harassment will 
not be tolerated, and the protected characteristics should be 
listed. These characteristics must include the classifications 
protected	in	Michigan’s	Elliott-Larsen	Civil	Rights	Act,	but	
townships can choose to include even more characteristics. 
Oshtemo Charter Township (Kalamazoo	Co.)	also	protects	
individuals based on their veteran and familial status, and 
about a year ago, the board added sexual orientation and 
gender identity. Supervisor Libby Heiny-Cogswell said the 
board made the change after a business owner requested a 
township-wide	non-discrimination	ordinance.	After	several	

meetings and months of discussion, the ordinance was 
adopted and the township employee handbook was brought 
into compliance with the ordinance.

Currently,	sexual	orientation	and	gender	identity	are	not 
protected by the state, but legislation is pending in the state 
Senate	that	would	add	those	characteristics	to	Michigan’s	
anti-discrimination	laws.	Townships	will	need	to	update	
their policies with this wording if the bill becomes a law.

Definition
Once	the	protections	are	established,	the	policy	should	

define what constitutes harassment. The definition should be 
general enough to apply to all cases of unlawful harassment, 
but should also include examples so that employees fully 
understand what could be considered harassing behavior. 
Macomb	Township	uses	the	following	definition:

Harassment is verbal or physical conduct that denigrates or 
shows hostility or aversion toward an individual because of his or 
her race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital status, 
disability, citizenship, protected activity or any other characteristic 
protected by law, and that

•	 has	the	purpose	or	effect	of	creating	an	intimidating,	hostile	
or	offensive	work	environment;

•	 has	the	purpose	or	effect	of	unreasonably	interfering	with	an	
individual’s work performance, or

•	 otherwise	adversely	affects	an	individual’s	employment	
opportunities

Harassing conduct includes, but is not limited to: epithets, slurs 
or	negative	stereotyping;	threatening,	intimidating	or	hostile	acts;	
denigrating	jokes;	and	written	or	graphic	material	that	denigrates	
or shows hostility or aversion toward an individual or group.

Schultz’s sample policy clarifies that true harassment must 
be distinguished from conduct that may be unpleasant but 
is not inappropriate in the context of what is necessary for 
carrying out township responsibilities.
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Procedure
A	crucial piece for every policy is a procedure for reporting 

harassment. This should instruct employees to report a 
violation if they believe unlawful harassment has occurred, 
whether they are the victim themselves or have witnessed it 
happening.	Some	policies,	such	as	that	in	Macomb	Township,	
go so far as to say that employees have an obligation to 
report	harassment.	Others,	including	Grand	Haven	Charter	
Township,	say	that	employees	are	encouraged	to	make	a	
report.	Townships	may	also	choose	to	give	employees	a	
specific timeframe in which they should make their complaint.

Employees should be given multiple people to whom 
they can report harassment. They should have at least 
two choices in case one of the people they report to is the 
person	committing	the	harassment,	or	if	they	just	don’t	
feel	comfortable	discussing	it	with	someone.	Any	other	
preferences, such as whether complaints should be made in 
writing, should also be listed here.

Policies	should	also	explicitly	state	that	employees	will	not	
receive any retaliation for making a report. Employees need 
this reassurance in order to feel more comfortable reporting a 
violation of the policy.

Investigation
The township should state that all complaints will be 

investigated promptly, and the procedure for doing so should 
be outlined. There is no one way to investigate—this process 
can	vary	greatly	from	township	to	township.	Oshtemo	Charter	
Township	simply	states	that	an	investigation	will	be	done,	
while	Grand	Haven	Charter	Township	explains	its	process	in	
detail, including which staff is on the investigation team, who 
will be interviewed and how the team will present its findings. 

Harassment should be kept out of public discussions 
out	of	respect	for	employees,	Schultz	said.	Townships	can’t	
promise that they’ll keep an incident confidential because 
the investigation requires talking to other people. But they 
should commit to keeping the investigation as confidential as 
possible and only involve those who are absolutely necessary. 

As	the	employer,	the	board	is	responsible	for	managing	
employees and is in charge of determining consequences for 
violating the policy. Boards have the option to delegate the 
responsibility in the policy to another employee, such as the 
supervisor	or	human	resources	director.	What’s	important	is	
making sure someone takes the lead on enforcing the policy.

“Somebody needs to take charge,” Schultz said. 
Macomb	Township	relies	on	its	human	resources	

department or its legal counsel to investigate cases of 
harassment.	Once	the	investigation	is	complete,	the	
results are reported to the board, which decides what the 
consequence should be.

As	supervisor,	Heiny-Cogswell	is	in	charge	of	
investigating	claims	for	Oshtemo	Charter	Township,	but	she	
has the option to turn to the township’s attorney for advice. 
She	can	also	meet	with	the	board’s	three-member	personnel	
committee if she has any questions before taking action.

Grand	Haven	Charter	Township	takes	a	team	approach	
and spells out who must be part of the investigation team 

in	its	policy.	When	someone	files	a	harassment	complaint,	
it must be investigated by the director of administrative 
services, a member of the personnel committee and the 
township attorney. This allows for more accountability and 
guarantees that all sides of a complaint will be heard by 
people with different perspectives. 

Consequences
If an investigation determines that a complaint is valid, the 

township	must	act	to	remedy	the	situation.	A	consequence	
is absolutely necessary to show employees that the township 
doesn’t tolerate any form of unlawful harassment.

No disciplinary action will fit every situation, and townships 
must consider all the facts before deciding to reprimand an 
employee, require counseling or even discharge the person who 
violated	the	policy.	A	few	corrective	actions	could	be	listed	in	
the policy, but townships can cover their bases by saying that 
action will be taken up to and including termination. 

For supervisory employees, a harassment violation is even 
more serious. The township may have strict liability if an 
employee in a supervisor capacity harasses a subordinate, 
and supervising employees could face more significant 
consequences. Some townships have a flat policy that 
supervisory employees found to have harassed subordinates 
will be terminated.

It’s possible that a township employee could file a 
complaint about a township board member. If the complaint 
is proven, the board will need to decide how to remedy the 
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situation. The board could direct the official to refrain from 
interacting with the harassed employee when he or she is in 
the office. The employee should not be required to work with 
the harassing board member.

The board’s authority is limited in cases where possible 
unlawful harassment is completely unrelated to the 
workplace. However, separating public and private life can 
be difficult for township officials. The board must determine 
what is related to the workplace and what isn’t. Even if the 
harassment took place outside of the workplace, there could 
be fears of retaliation in the office as a result.

Employees could also file claims that a member of the 
public is creating a hostile work environment if the harassment 
is	work-related.	For	example,	if	a	member	of	the	public	
harasses a township employee at a workplace, such as the clerk 
or treasurer’s office, the township must investigate the incident 
once it’s reported. Then, whoever enforces the policy must find 
a remedy for the situation that protects the employee, such 
as having another employee work with that member of the 
public, or even requiring that person to notify the township in 
advance before coming to the township hall.  This is a delicate 
and difficult situation. The township has a legal obligation to 
have a workplace free from unlawful harassment, yet the public 
has a need to visit township offices for many reasons.

Once	the	investigation	is	over	and	the	issue	is	resolved,	
the case is closed from the township’s perspective. However, 
Macomb	Township	allows	for	an	appeal	to	the	township	
supervisor if the person making the complaint isn’t happy 
with the resolution. 

 
The more you know
Even the best harassment policies are of little good if 
employees don’t know what they say. Education and training 
go hand in hand with adopting and updating a policy.

One	day	of	training	after	a	policy	is	adopted	isn’t	enough.	
Employees will leave, and new ones will be hired to take their 
place. Unless the township regularly educates new officials 
and workers, they won’t know about the policy and the 
procedure that’s in place. Schultz suggests a training session 
every couple of years, but in addition, new employees should 

be provided with the township’s policies and the policy on 
unlawful harassment should be specifically pointed out.

He also recommends that the board consider having 
separate	sessions	with	supervisory	and	rank-and-file	employees.	
The duties imposed on employee supervisors and the liability 
that the township could face warrants a separate conversation.

“The policy is only as good as your employees’ awareness 
that it exists,” Schultz said. “If the township adopted an 
unlawful	harassment	policy	10	years	ago,	put	it	in	a	handbook	
and put the handbook on the shelf, their employees don’t 
even know that the policy exists.”

In	Grand	Haven	Charter	Township,	a	review	of	the	
harassment policy is standard for all new employees when 
they are hired. Then, all employees receive a mandatory 
refresher course every year, no matter how many times 
they’ve	heard	it	before.	Proksa	has	used	a	webinar	in	the	
past,	and	she’s	working	on	a	new,	updated	PowerPoint	
presentation for next year’s training. The township’s fire 
department does its own harassment training by showing  
a video.

Heiny-Cogswell	doesn’t	let	the	eye	rolls	from	employees	
prevent	her	from	training	Oshtemo	Charter	Township	
employees every two to three years. She knows the frequent 
training is important, even for employees who have heard the 
information multiple times.

With	the	help	of	the	township’s	liability	insurance	agency,	
she shows a video that educates the employees on everything 
they need to know about the policy. She schedules as many 
as three different training opportunities so that everyone, 
including	the	paid	on-call	firefighters,	has	time	to	attend.

“It’s the type of training that an ounce of prevention 
is	worth	10	pounds	of	cure,”	Heiny-Cogswell	said.	“It’s	a	
way to get the message out that it will not be tolerated, and 
it’s a way to educate employees on what it is. I think the 
educational part is huge.”

R-E-S-P-E-C-T
Creating	a	respectful	culture	starts	with	training.	The	
township board, human resources director, liability insurance 
firm or another agent should communicate to township 
employees that harassment is taken seriously and won’t be 
tolerated. They should explain the policy in detail and make 
sure that everyone understands the procedure in case they 
are	ever	a	victim.	And	they	should	assure	employees	that	
if harassment occurs, they will take some kind of action to 
ensure that it doesn’t happen again. 

Then, townships must follow through with what they’ve 
promised. If an employee makes a complaint, those in charge 
should start their investigation swiftly. 

“You need to do that in a very timely way,” Schultz said. 
“If a township gets a complaint of unlawful harassment 
and doesn’t start looking into it for two weeks, that sends a 
terrible message to your employees.”
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In	Grand	Haven	Charter	Township,	Proksa	focuses	
more on promoting respect than preventing harassment. 
She and the other members of the management team make 
a conscious effort to reflect positive characteristics that they 
want their employees to mirror. 

In	2012,	Proksa	met	with	small	groups	of	township	
employees to create a set of core values that they wanted 
to see in their behavior. She gave them examples, such as 
providing superior services to residents and promoting an 
enjoyable	work	environment,	and	asked	employees	what	
those values meant to them. She compiled her notes from 
each meeting and put together a presentation on her results. 
The employees agreed to work on the core values in the 
presentation and try to exhibit the positive behaviors. 

Proksa	believes	these	core	values	have	prevented	harassment	
from becoming a problem among township employees.

“We	focus	on	being	respectful,	and	then	the	other	falls	
into	place	and	we	don’t	have	these	issues,”	Proksa	said.

Always on the radar
A	good	harassment	policy	does	not	stay	good	forever.	Each	
township should update, or at least review, its policy every 
few years. Boards should research current discrimination and 
civil rights laws to make sure that their policy reflects the 
latest state and federal statutes. They may also decide that 
other tweaks are necessary based on past experiences with 
handling harassment claims. 

Brogowicz makes it a regular practice to review all 
Macomb	Township	policies,	not	just	the	harassment	policy,	
every four years. That way if new board members are elected, 
they have a chance to raise questions and make changes.

“I’m a firm believer in having good policies, and I’m a 
firm believer in updating those policies as times change, and 
communicating the policies,” Brogowicz said.

An ounce of prevention
It’s possible that a township with a harassment policy and 
training program could never actually put the policy to use. 
This does not mean that the policy was pointless, or that it 
didn’t	work.	Townships	that	adopt	and	implement	policies	
take	a	proactive	approach	to	providing	a	harassment-free	
workplace. 

The policies aren’t meant to catch and punish harassers, 
though they can certainly do so. Instead, they can help your 
township create a culture of respect—and stop harassment 
before it starts.

Bethany Mauger, MTA Staff Writer 
 
For more information and resources, including sample 
policies, visit MTA’s “Employment Issues” Web page on 
the members-only section of www.michigantownships.org. 
After logging in, find the page through the “Index of 
Topics” under the “Answer Center” tab. 


